Five Nights At Freddy's Drawing Book: Draw All Your Favorite Characters!
Synopsis
The FNAF Drawing Book gives you the instructions to draw all your favorite characters!
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Customer Reviews
My 6yo loves her new book. All the kids were sitting around drawing their favorite characters. This book does not contain the tutorial on the marionette, but it DOES have balloon boy and mangle. And toy versions of our best loved characters. The kids are really happy. I added a picture I drew from the book onto my kindergartener’s backpack

It is very basic -faces only drawings. Not very challenging for a 9 year old. It would be worth the $$ if it showed how to draw the entire body.

The person I gifted this to liked the book, but I expected more. Only faces no bodies. Wish they made one with the entire body

Great step-by-step even for a beginning artist. Got this for my 7 year old - he can follow along with the steps

My 11yr. old granddaughter loves everything Freddy and loves to draw. This little book has given her inspiration!
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